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The operating thermal power transfer mechanisms in a thermal-wave resonant cavity were explored
theoretically and experimentally. Both steady-state ac~thermal-wave! and dc temperature rise were
considered, and conduction and radiation heat transfer modes were found to co-exist in the cavity.
By introducing controlled variable offset dc resistive heating superposed on the fixed-amplitude
thermal-wave oscillation, it was also found that the thermal-diffusivity values of the intracavity gas
can vary sensitively as a function of the dc temperature rise within a thin boundary layer adjacent
to the cavity thermal source~a metallic Cr–Ni alloy strip!. This resulted in the measurement of the
temperature dependence of the thermal diffusivity of air. Furthermore, the observed dominance of
thermal-wave radiation power transfer in the phase channel of the thermal-wave signal at large
cavity lengths allowed the measurement of the absolute infrared emissivity of the thin Cr–Ni strip
source material:«50.09160.004. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The thermal-wave resonant cavity~TWRC! introduced
in this Laboratory1 has been successfully applied to meas
the thermal diffusivities of gases with very high precisi
and resolution.2,3 The cavity consists of two parallel walls
one wall is either a laser-heated thin film1,2 or an electrically
resistive thin-film element3 with an ac current generating
surface heat flux at frequencyf ; the other wall is a thermal
to-electrical energy transducer, such as a pyroelectric
film ~e.g., polyvinylidene fluoride, PVDF!. The transducer
produces an ac electrical signal proportional to the energ
the standing thermal-wave pattern-equivalent1 in the cavity
at the position of the transducer. By scanning the cav
length L, one can observe spatially damped resonance
extrema in both lock-in in-phase and quadrature chann
Assuming that the heat transfer within the cavity is due
purely thermal conduction, i.e., in the absence of convec
or radiation, a theory has been advanced for the TWRC1,3

which predicts position of thenth extremeLn
(IP) in the in-

phase channel as:

Ln
~ IP!5S n2

1

2D lg

2
, n51,2,3..., ~1a!

and the position of thenth extremeLn
(Q) in the quadrature

channel as

Ln
~Q!5

n

2
lg , n51,2,3,... . ~1b!

Here,

lg52Apag / f ~2!

a!Electronic mail: mandelis@mie.utoronto.ca
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is the thermal-wave wavelength in the intracavity gase
medium with thermal diffusivityag . Therefore, the therma
diffusivity ag can be deduced by measuring the relative d
tance of two adjacent extrema, and no signal normalizatio
needed.ag can also be extracted by fitting the full theory
the experimental data. The difference of theag values ob-
tained by these two methods is within 0.5%.3

Although the pure thermal conduction theory1,3 fits the
in-phase and quadrature signals very well, it has been fo
that it is not consistent with the signal change in the lock
phase channel with the cavity lengthL. This indicates that
the heat transfer in the cavity may not be purely due to h
conduction, and that other heat transfer mechanisms, suc
IR radiation, should be considered. Furthermore, it has b
found that the measured thermal diffusivity values incre
with increasing voltage across the electrically resistive t
film.3 This may be the effect of the dc temperature rise in
intracavity gas medium. In this work, a proper analysis of
experimental results is made and a generalized thermal-w
resonant cavity theory is advanced, which takes the ther
radiation and dc temperature rise into account. This theor
found to be in excellent agreement with the experimen
data in all lock-in amplifier channels~in-phase, quadrature
amplitude, and phase!. In addition, the generalized theor
allows the calculation of the otherwise hard-to-measure
emissivity of the electrically resistive thin-film thermal-wav
source.

II. INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the TWRC
Cr–Ni thin-film resistive heating strip with low thermal tim
constant is used, which carries simultaneous dc and ac
rents resulting from the application of appropriate voltag
from a signal generator. The Joule-effect heating in the
sistive heater produces a dc temperature rise, in additio
1977/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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being the ac thermal-wave source; it is labeled thermal-w
generator~TWG! in Fig. 1. The dc and ac currents generat
in the TWG can be controlled by varying the dc offset of t
voltage generator’s output waveform and the ac volta
across the TWG, respectively. A PVDF circular film, 5
mm-thick and 0.8 cm in diameter, is enclosed in an Infico
housing and acts as the thermal-wave signal transducer.
pyroelectric signal from the PVDF is then amplified by
preamplifier~ITHACO model 1201!, as shown in Fig. 2, and
its output is fed into a lock-in amplifier~EG&G model
5204!. The TWG is mounted on a micrometer stage, allo
ing the cavity length to vary as desired automatically by
step motor controlling the micrometer stage with 10-mm
resolution. Data acquisition is facilitated with a person
computer connected to the lock-in amplifier through an a
log to digital ~A/D! converter. The TWRC is placed in a
enclosed cell which provides a thermodynamically co
trolled environment to give equilibrium measurements of
values of thermal diffusivity of the intracavity gas. The g
samples used in this work were air~ultra zero! and helium
~99.995%! from Matheson®, Canada. The cavity length w
scanned to measure the gas thermal diffusivities at a fi
voltage/current modulation frequency.

In order to investigate the thermal-wave signal mec
nisms of the TWRC, three experiments were conducted.
begin with, for air medium the ac voltage amplitude acro
the TWG was changed from 1.5 to 5.0 V while the dc vo
age was kept at 0 V. The dc temperature rises in the TW

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the TWRC.

FIG. 2. Block diagram of the experimental system, including the TW
metal-strip heater and the PVDF transducer cavity.
198 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 69, No. 1, January 1998
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corresponding to these ac voltage increases were meas
by using a glass thermometer contacting the TWG. Then,
ac voltage was kept at 1.457 V and the dc voltage was va
from 20 to 700 mV. The temperature rises due to the
voltage increases were also measured. The thermal diffu
ity of the air corresponding to each voltage change was m
sured three times and averaged. For helium, an experim
similar to the first experiment in air was conducted, and
ac voltage was changed from 2.0–3.0 V at 0 V dc.

III. RESULTS AND CAVITY THEORY

Figure 3~a! shows the experimental results of the therm
diffusivity measurements corresponding to the first expe
ment in air. When the ac voltage was varied from 1.5 to
V, the thermal diffusivity of the air in the intracavity regio
changed from 0.2231 to 0.3060 cm2/s as measured by fitting
the TWRC theory3 to the data at each value of the applie
voltage~indicated ‘‘measuredaair’’ !. The measured dc tem
perature,Twdc, on the TWG is also displayed in Fig. 3;
was found to be linear in the square of the ac voltage am
tude,Vac

2 with correlation coefficient ofR.0.999. The inter-
cept of the linear least-squares~best! fit to the temperature
curve was found to be 297.2 K, in very good agreement w

FIG. 3. Variations of dc temperature and thermal diffusivity of intracav
air with voltage changes across the TWG. The calculated thermal diffus
of air is under the assumption that the thermal diffusivity changes line
with temperature as 0.0015 cm2/s K andaair50.2222 cm2/s at 300 K.3,9 ~a!
ac voltage variation;~b! dc voltage variation.
Thermal wave resonant cavity
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FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical curves vs the TWRC lengthL at f 582.5 Hz. Sample: air,Vac52.0 V, Vdc50 V ~a! in-phase;~b! quadrature;~c!
amplitude; and~d! phase signal channels.
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the simultaneously measured ambient temperatureT`

5297.060.2 K. Figure 3~b! shows similar results of chang
ing the dc voltage applied across the thin-film heater of
TWG. Overall, Fig. 3 indicates that both ac and dc volta
ramps can change significantly the dc temperature of
TWG, and thus the thermal diffusivity of the intracavity ga
which is a function of the dc temperature of the TWG. Co
sequently, to be able to explain these phenomena, the
temperature rise of the TWG must be included in a comp
theoretical model for the TWRC. Even though the thr
lock-in amplifier signal channels, in-phase, Fig. 4~a!, quadra-
ture, Fig. 4~b! and amplitude, Fig. 4~c! show good-to-
excellent agreement with the purely conductive theory,3 the
phase channel, Fig. 4~d!, deviates significantly from the
straight-line behavior predicted by that theory and appe
relatively flat when the cavity length is greater than ca. 2
mm. In what follows, all the possible intracavity heat trans
mechanisms~convection, conduction, and thermal radiatio!
will be considered in a generalized TWRC model.

A. Convection

Regarding convection in the TWRC, the intracav
space is assumed to contain quiescent gas, with no oc
rence of heat transfer due to forced convection. To jus
this assumption, the extent of the importance of natural c
vection in the heat transfer mechanism in the TWRC can
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 69, No. 1, January 1998
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assessed by the Grashof number, a dimension
parameter:4

Gr5
gBDTL3

n2 , ~3!

whereg is the acceleration due to gravity;B is the coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion for the intracavity gas,~B51/T
for ideal gases, whereT is the gas temperature!; DT andL
are the temperature difference and distance between the
walls of the TWRC, respectively; andn is the viscosity of
the gas. The Grashof number represents the ratio of
buoyancy forces to the viscous force in natural convecti
For the enclosure between two parallel plates, natural c
vection is unimportant for Grashof number below 2004

Here, the gas temperatureT can be replaced byT`

5297.2 K. DT can be evaluated as the difference betwe
the maximum dc temperature of the TWG and the ambi
temperature, which was,60 K during the course of thes
experiments. The maximum distance between the two w
of the cavity is,4 mm. The viscositiesn for air and helium
at 300 K are5 1.58931023 and 1.22 cm2/s, respectively. The
Grashof numbers for air and helium are thus calculated to
500 and 3.2, respectively. Seeing thatGr!2000 in both
cases, it can be concluded that natural convection is ne
gible.
199Thermal wave resonant cavity
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B. Conduction and radiation

To consider thermal conduction and radiation in t
TWRC, one-dimensional heat conduction equations are u
Referring to the one-dimensional geometry of Fig. 5, va
for wide and long thin-film heaters compared to the length
the cavity, as in the case of the present configuration,
following boundary value problem for the TWRC6 is perti-
nent

]2Tg~x,t !

]x2 2
1

ag

]Tg~x,t !

]t
50; 0<x<L, ~4a!

]2Tp~x,t !

]x2 2
1

ap

]Tp~x,t !

]t
50; L<x. ~4b!

a j and kj ~j 5g and p, refers to gas and PVDF! are the
thermal diffusivity and conductivity of mediumj , respec-
tively. Boundary conditions for Eqs.~4a! and ~4b! are

Tg~0,t !5Tw~ t !, ~5a!

Tg~L,t !5Tp~L,t !, ~5b!

and, assuming direct radiation heat transfer from the he
to the surface of the wide spectra bandwidth PVDF tra
ducer, followed by absorption and thermal conversion of
radiated power:

2kp

]Tp~x,t !

]x U
x5L

1kg

]Tg~x,t !

]x U
x5L

5se@Tw
4 ~ t !2Tp

4~L,t !#. ~5c!

Here s55.6697310212 W cm22 K24 is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant;e(0<e<1) is the IR emissivity of the
TWG. The right-hand side of Eq.~5c! is the net rate of ra-
diant heat exchange between the TWG and PVDF surfac
x5L. In Eq. ~5!,

Tw~ t !5
1

2
Ta~11eivt!1Td1T` ~6!

is the temperature of the TWG wall/source. It consists of
and ac components,Twdc andTwac:

Tw~ t !5Twdc1Twace
ivt, ~68!

whereTwdc5
1
2Ta1Td1T` andTwac5

1
2Ta . Ta is the ampli-

tude of ac temperature component;T` is, as before, the am
bient temperature of the medium surrounding the cavity;Td

FIG. 5. Configuration diagram of the TWRC for the one-dimensional h
transfer model.
200 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 69, No. 1, January 1998
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is one of the dc temperature components, the result of
application of a dc voltage across the TWG. WhenTwac is
much smaller thanTwdc,

Tw
4 ~ t !'Twdc

4 14Twdc
3 Twace

ivt. ~7a!

Similarly,

Tp
4~L,t !'Tpdc

4 ~L !14Tpdc
3 ~L !Tpac~L !eivt, ~7b!

if Tpac(L)!Tpdc(L). HereTpdc(L) andTpac(L) are dc and ac
temperature components, respectively, at the surface of
PVDF transducer (x5L). Therefore,Tw

4 (t)2Tp
4(L,t) in Eq.

~5c! can be approximated by

Tw
4 ~ t !2Tp

4~L,t !'@Twdc
4 2Tpdc

4 ~L !#14@Twdc
3 Twac

2Tpdc
3 ~L !Tpac~L !#eivt. ~8!

The solutions to Eqs.~4a! and ~4b! can be expressed as

Tg~x,t !5c1~x!eivt1c2~x!, ~9a!

Tp~x,t !5f1~x!eivt1f2~x!. ~9b!

Here v is the angular modulation frequency (v52p f ).
c1(x) and f1(x) are the ac temperature fields, andc2(x)
andf2(x) the dc components.

1. dc solutions

The steady-state solutions to the partial differential E
~4a! and ~4b! can be written as

c2~x!5Ax1B; 0<x<L, ~10a!

f2~x!5C~x2L !1D; L<x. ~10b!

A, B, C, andD are constants which can be determined
the boundary conditions, Eqs.~5a!–~5c! and by the addi-
tional inhomogeneous boundary condition

f2~L1d!5T` , ~11!

hered is the thickness of the PVDF. To simplify the solutio
by transforming Eq.~11! to a homogeneous boundary cond
tion, let

Tpdc~L !5T`1DT, ~12a!

under the reasonable assumption:

DT!T` . ~12b!

Tpdc
4 can then be expressed as

Tpdc
4 ~L !'T`

4 S 114
DT

T`
D54T`

3 Tpdc~L !23T`
4 . ~13!

The boundary condition, Eq.~5c!, for the dc solution be-
comes

2kp

]Tp~x,t !

]x U
x5L

1kg

]Tg~x,t !

]x U
x5L

5se@Twdc
4 13T`

4 24T`
3 Tpdc~L !#. ~14!

The integration constants in Eqs.~10a! and~10b! can thus be
determined

t

Thermal wave resonant cavity
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A5
sed~Twdc

4 13T`
4 24T`

3 Twdc!1kp~T`2Twdc!

kgd1kpL14sedLT`
3 ,

~15a!

B5Twdc, ~15b!

C5
kg~T`2Twdc!1seL~T`

4 2Twdc
4 !

kgd1kpL14sedLT`
3 , ~15c!

D5Tpdc~L !5
sedL~3T`

4 1Twdc
4 !1kpLT`1kgdTwdc

kgd1kpL14sedLT`
3 .

~15d!

2. ac solutions

The ac components,c1(x) andf1(x), can be expresse
as7,8

c1~x!5Ee2sgx1Fesgx, 0<x<L, ~16!

f1~x!5Ge2sp~x2L !, L<x. ~17!

Here,

s j[~11 i !Ap f

a j
; ~18!

E, F, andG are constants to be determined by the bound
conditions Eqs.~5! and ~8!. For the purposes of solving th
ac boundary value problem, the PVDF transducer is con
-

e

ity
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ered to be totally thermally thick,7 i.e., semi-infinite on the
scale of the spatially damped thermal wave in the PVD
Furthermore, only the integration constantG is of practical
importance, as it alone determines the transducer respo
which is related to the measurable signal output. After so
algebraic manipulations one obtains

G5

TaH 2bgp exp~2sgL !1
H

kpsp
@12exp~22sgL !#J

~11bgp!2S 12bgp1
4se

kpsp
Tpdc

3 ~L ! Dexp~22sgL !

,

~19!

where

H[4seTwdc
3 , ~20!

bgp[
kgAap

kpAag

. ~21!

For the thermally thick (spd@1) PVDF film of small ther-
mal time constant,vt th!1 the pyroelectric~PE! voltage re-
sponse is8

V~ f !5S~ f !
G

sp
, ~22!

whereS( f ) is an instrumental factor, a constant for a fixe
modulation frequency. The pyroelectric voltageV( f ) is the
average of the thermal-wave field over the transducer th
ness and can be expressed using Eq.~19!:
V~ f ,L !5

Ta

S~ f !

sp
H 2bgp exp~2sgL !1

H

kpsp
@12exp~22sgL !#J

~11bgp!2S 12bgp1
4se

kpsp
D3Dexp~22sgL !

. ~23!
-
of

-
ity
The real part of Eq.~23!, Re@V(f,L)#, stands for the demodu
lated signal in the lock-in amplifier in-phase~IP! channel; the
imaginary part, Im@V(f,L)#, corresponds to the signal in th
quadrature~Q! channel.

Compared with the purely heat conduction cav
theory,3

V~ f ,L !5
2TaS~ f !bgpsp

21 exp~2sgL !

~11bgp!2~12bgp!exp~22sgL !
, ~24!
Eq. ~23! contains additionalse-dependent terms in both nu
merator and denominator, resulting from the contributions
thermal radiation. These-dependent term, 4seD3/(kpsp),
in the denominator of Eq.~23! is much smaller than 1. Re
calling that D is equal to the dc temperature at the cav
‘‘wall’’ ~the surface of the PE transducer!, if D5400 K and
f 570 Hz, this term is about 1023. Therefore, Eq.~23! can
be simplified
V~ f ,L !5

Ta

S~ f !

sp
H 2bgp exp~2sgL !1

H

kpsp
@12exp~22sgL !#J

~11bgp!2~12bgp!exp~22sgL !
. ~238!
201Thermal wave resonant cavity
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The radiation~H-dependent! term in the numerator of Eqs
~23! or ~238! affects both the IP and the Q signal channe
especially whenL is large, although theH term is small.
Figure 4 shows that the generalized theory, Eq.~238!, gives
excellent fits to the experimental data. Both the purely c
ductive cavity theory, Eq.~24!, and the present one, Eq
~238!, fit the IP data equally well because their real parts
essentially the same, and the resonance condition, Eq.~1a!, is
valid for both. The intracavity gas thermal diffusivity can b
measured by determining the relative distance between a
cent extreme, e.g.,n51 and 2 in Eq.~1a!, in the IP signal.
There is a slight difference between the Q-channels of
two theories, Fig. 4~b!, especially whenL is large, due to the
radiation term in Eq.~238!. The position of the extreme is
nevertheless, the same for both theories in Fig. 4~b!. Simi-
larly, both theories predict almost the same behavior for
amplitude channel as shown in Fig. 4~c!, with a slightly
higher contribution to the signal from the present theory
large values ofL, due to the presence of the radiatio
dependent term. The most pronounced difference, howe
between the two theories occurs in the phase channel,
4~d!. Unlike the straight line phase-lag behavior predicted
the purely conductive mechanism, when thermal radiatio
taken into account the phase saturates beyond a certain
ity length, as the thermal-wave power ‘‘centroid’’ becom
dominated by the radiant heat transfer across the cavity.
model is in excellent agreement with the experimental d
indicating that thermal radiation does play a significant r
in the heat transfer mechanism of the TWRC, especi
whenL is large, and that the signal phase is the appropr
channel to observe and measure this mechanism.

Radiation heat transfer, however, is not so importan
the dc temperature spatial profile as a function of the ca
length L. In Eq. ~15a!, upon settinge51, T`5297.2 K, d
552mm, Twdc5350 K, whenL changes from 0 to 4 mm th
term 4sedLT` in the denominator is 231023 times smaller
than the sum, kgd1kpL, and the sed(Twdc

4 13T`
3

24T`
3 Twdc) term in the numerator is 1024 times smaller than

kp(T`2Twdc).
The average dc temperature of the intracavity gas is

^Tg&5
1

L E
0

L

~Ax1B!dx5
1

2
AL1B. ~25!

Figure 6 shows how the average temperature,^Tg&, of intra-
cavity air varies withL; this is not a straight line becauseA,
Eq. ~15a!, is a function ofL. Figure 6 also shows that th
amplitude of the thermal-wave signal decays steeply w
increasingL, in accordance with the expected~photo!pyro-
electric theoretical behavior,7 indicating that sizable thermal
wave~ac! signals can only be obtained at the position of t
transducer whenL is small and commensurate with the the
mal diffusion length in the gas. The average dc tempera
^Tg& of the intracavity gas attenuates even faster than
thermal-wave spatial profile. Figure 6 shows that only a v
thin boundary layer of gas adjacent to the TWG has sign
cant dc temperature rise. As discussed earlier in this sec
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! show an increase in the measured therm
diffusivity value of air with increasing TWG dc temperatur
The measured values are comparable to the calculated v
202 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 69, No. 1, January 1998
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obtained by use of the measured TWG dc temperature
the assumption thataair changes linearly with temperature
the rate of 0.0015 cm2/s K in the range of 300–350 K.9 Good
agreement between the values ofaair obtained by the two
independent measurement methods was found~‘‘measured’’,
and ‘‘calculated’’ aair data points in Fig. 3!. It can thus be
concluded that the thin thermal boundary layer in the TWR
plays the key role in determining the thermal diffusivi
value of the intracavity gas. Similar conclusions we
reached by Bertolottiet al.10 in their investigation of the
temperature profile in fixed-length and scanned-len
TWRCs with the temperature profile probed by the pho
thermal beam deflection technique.

IV. IR EMISSIVITY MEASUREMENTS

The fact that radiation heat transfer affects the cav
length-scanned signal profile, especially the phase chan
Fig. 4~d!, provides a convenient method to measure the
emissivity of the TWG thin-film heater. The absolute val
of this physical parameter is otherwise difficult to determi
for arbitrary thin-layered materials. Parameters, such asTa

andag , in Eq. ~238!, can be found by fitting Eq.~238! to the
IP channel data. The values ofH, Eq. ~20!, corresponding to
the variousVac amplitude andVdc values in these experi
ments can be determined by fitting Eq.~238! as a single-
parameter equation to the experimental data of the ph
signals. Since the dc temperatureTwdc is linear in bothVac

2

andVdc
2 , for both experimental cases in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, it

can be expressed as the superposition

Twdc5T`1C1Vdc
2 1C2Vac

2 , ~26!

where,C1 andC2 are constants to be determined. By usi
Eq. ~20!, H can be written as

H54se~T`1C1Vdc
2 1C2Vac

2 !3. ~27!

The absolute value of emissivitye of the TWG can be deter
mined by fitting Eq.~27! to the values ofH obtained from
the theoretical fit to the phase, Fig. 4~d!. Figure 7 shows one

FIG. 6. Experimental thermal-wave signal amplitude and theoretical a
age dc temperaturêTg& of the intracavity air vs the TWRC lengthL. e
51; T`5297.2 K; d552mm; kp51.331023 cm2/s,7 kg52.62
31024 cm2/s,9 Twdc5305 K. Other conditions are the same as in Fig. 4.
Thermal wave resonant cavity
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of the fits associated with theVdc50 experiment in air. The
IR emissivity of the TWG heater strip Cr–N material w
then found to bee50.09160.004 with a correlation coeffi-
cient R.0.997. In the air experiments withVdc.0, e
50.088 was found. Although in the these latter experime
theVdc was changed only three times, resulting in a not v
precisee value, the difference between the two foregoinge
values is only about 3.2%. From visual inspection it could
seen that the color of the resistive film of the TWG was gr
which renders this emissivity value quite reasonable. T
experimental methodology can be extended to measure
absolute value of IR emissivity of other thin layered mate
als, by use of the remote laser-beam modulated heating t
nique introduced in Ref. 1.

These measurements were also repeated in a helium
mosphere, however, thee value thus measured was muc
smaller. Compared with air, helium has much higher therm
conductivity and thermal diffusivity, and the intracavity tem
perature rises, both ac and dc, with the same voltages ap
across the TWG are much greater. Therefore, the theore
linearization assumption, Eq.~12b!, is not likely to be satis-

FIG. 7. Radiation heat transfer coefficientH vs. Vac
2 . The absolute value of

e5(9.160.4)31022 was found by fitting Eq.~27! to the experimental data
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fied, which would inevitably complicate the quantitativ
analysis and invalidate the present methodology, if ga
with high thermal conductivity and diffusivity, such as h
lium are used for absolutee measurements.

V. DISCUSSION

A complete theoretical and experimental thermal-wa
signal generation analysis of the TWRC has been und
taken. It was found that, in addition to the thermal condu
tion, thermal radiation plays an important role in the he
transfer process at large cavity lengths compared to the t
mal diffusion length. The theory is in excellent agreeme
with experimental data of in-phase, quadrature, amplitu
and phase signals. On taking into consideration the dc c
ponent of the thermal distribution profile in the cavity,
combination with the thermal-wave phase sensitivity to
radiation heat transfer coefficient, a method was develo
which allowed the reliable measurement of the absol
value of the IR emissivity,e5(9.160.4)31022, of the thin-
film heating strip material~Cr–Ni!, an otherwise difficult to
determine parameter.
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